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Welcome Fall 2016—Spring 2017 New Tutors! 

 

As another year comes to an end, this is a great time to reflect and 

celebrate all that has been accomplished.  The ALC keeps          

progressing thanks to our hard-working 

and dedicated tutors, supportive faculty 

and staff, and an  academic culture that 

encourages growth and development. I 

hope you enjoy reading about the exciting 

projects, partnerships, and changes the 

ALC had over the past year.     

Rebecca Lemmel, Director   

 

WE ARE HIRING! 

Accepting Peer Tutor     

applications for          

Fall 2017.  
 

See page 8 for more      

details. 



 

“The whiteboard tables get the tutees 
more involved in the tutoring process”  

For some tutees, going to the whiteboard and      

writing out problems can be intimidating, and having the 

whiteboard tables as an option helps to remove some of that  

anxiety. All tutoring disciplines have expressed different benefits of the 

whiteboard tabletops. Some examples from tutoring sessions include: 

 Social Sciences — drew a diagram of the human brain 

 Humanities — listed branches of the American government, drew different locations on a map 

 Sciences — drew a diagram of an animal/plant cell, an                          
 organism, and the different ecosystems 

 Foreign languages — wrote out the conjugations for                                                                                               
 particular verbs 

 Economics — depicted the relationship between supply and     
 demand, created different graphs/charts 

 Math — worked through a variety of problems step by step 
 

Along with the popularity and functionality of the whiteboard 

tables, the "Goals Chalkboard" has served as a visual outlet for 

tutees and tutors to creatively  express thoughts, goals, or      

accomplishments. One tutor stated that goals chalkboard      

“allows students to see what other students' goals are, which 

helps them strive and reach for their own goals." It is not      

uncommon for college students to become bogged down or 

lose their motivation as the end of the semester approaches. 

However, the goals board reminds students what they wanted 

to accomplish at the start of the semester and all the work that 

they have done in order to reach that goal.  

ALC TUTORING LAB UPGRADES  

Chris Dimitriou 

Since last summer, there have been a number of 

changes to the ALC’s  tutoring lab: new red walls 

in the tutoring rooms, a “Goals” chalkboard for 

tutees and tutors to write out their goals for the 

semester, and the transformation of regular   

tables into whiteboard tables. Of all the changes 

to the tutoring lab, tutor and tutee feedback has 

revealed the most beneficial and popular         

upgrade is the whiteboard tables. One tutor    

noted that the whiteboard tables help engage 

tutees more by allowing tutors and tutees to sit 

across from one another instead of the tutor 

standing and lecturing from the whiteboard on 

the wall.   
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MARKETING TUTORING SERVICES 

Emma Musto 

This November, some tutors from the ALC and Writing Center attended the Berks County  

Tutor Conference at Alvernia University. Other schools in attendance were Reading Area  

Community College, Kutztown, Alvernia and Penn State Berks. The topic of the conference was 

“Marketing Identities for Academic Support  Communities.” During this workshop we learned  

different ways we could use social media to involve the campus and promote our center. We 

enjoyed some presentations from Penn State Berks and Alvernia University. Penn State Berks 

focused on how different types of social media are set up and the best way to utilize them.  

Alvernia taught us how to make skits from popular TV shows and movies to make short 

‘commercials’ for our  centers. Albright tutors did a spin off of the show Friends. We made our 

skit more for tutor trainings with each one of us playing a different character from the show. 

We used the characters’ personality to portray different types of tutees a tutor might work with. 

It was a great bonding day for the ALC and Writing Center tutors and we were able to sit down, 

have conversations, and brainstorm ideas together. Tutors were very passionate about the  

conference. One tutor said “the tutor 

conference allowed us to compare our 

own tutoring program to programs at 

other schools. Collaborating with the 

other schools gave us ideas for how to 

improve our advertising techniques for 

the tutoring program at Albright.” Some 

tutors said that the biggest takeaway for 

them was when  social media is used 

correctly, it can be helpful to use to   

advertise our center.  

BERKS  
COUNTY  
TUTOR  
CONFERENCE  
 

Seven ALC and Writing  
Center tutors attended 
the first Berks County 
Tutor Conference held at 
Alvernia University.   
Tutors from 5 local     
colleges got together to 
discuss ways to market  
tutoring services. 
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Heather Prince              
Video Narrator 

"Making the videos was 
so much fun! We shared 
a lot of laughs and got 

some good bloopers; and 
I think the videos will be 
helpful to new tutors as 
well, because we got to 

add our own touches and 
make them fun."  

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION  
Niani Marz 

New tutors are provided with a series of trainings, which include 

various short videos of different examples in peer tutoring scenarios.   

When I was a new tutor, way back in Fall 2014, I had to watch these 

tutor training videos. The videos were super retro, very general, and 

WORST OF ALL, they were not even funny.  Have no fear, your    

fellow tutors are here!  For the past two semesters, many tutors have 

been working on creating new, fun videos for the tutor training     

experience.  

 

The Science and    

Humanities             

disciplines have 

teamed up for this 

tutor training    

video  experience. 

Our goal was to 

create videos that 

are more specific 

to how the tutoring program is run at the Academic Learning       

Center.  We constructed several skits, written by our very own        

tutors, on scenarios ranging from where to meet your tutee to how to 

respond to a tutor request email. Filming is already underway and 

we are making great progress. Hard work and dedication to the     

video upgrades has allowed the science and humanities tutors to 

bring this idea to life. We hope that this funny and informative     

approach to introducing our tutoring program to new hires will 

make adjusting to their new positions even more memorable and 

easy. Their will be a showing after our End of Semester Feedback 

Meeting 

in May. 

So, hold 

onto your 

hats folks           

because 

you are 

in for a 

great 

time!     4 

Racheal Ahimbisibwe 
Actor 

“The experience allowed 
tutors to connect and   

interact while making a 
very educative and more 

modern introductory   
tutoring video." 

Blake Champagne 

Video Narrator 

“These videos will enable 
future tutors to fully      

appreciate the duties and 
the privilege of being a 

tutor for their peers in a 
way the old videos     

couldn't give them."  
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Thank you SENIOR TUTORS! 
 

Tiarra Bartell-Queen, Social            
Science & Humanities 

Tia Camarata, Sciences 

Alyssa Francis, Foreign Languages 

Maura Sheehan, Sciences 

Francheska Taveras, Foreign            
Languages 

Joanne Yeager, Foreign Languages 

Graduating Tutor Managers & Senior Tutors 

Chris Dimitriou, Social Science and Humanities 

Best Part of Being TM: K now ing that you are the person that both new  and 
veteran tutors look to for guidance, help, and advice.  

What You’ll Miss Most at Albright: I w ill surely m iss the people and various  
relationships that I have built with them.  

Words of Wisdom: Use a calendar. Throughout any chaotic college                
semester, my calendar allowed me to keep my head on straight. 

Angela Barrella, Math 

Best Part of Being TM: Getting to  train the new  hires. I have been able to 
build a lot of friendships through the new hire process and love working with my      
fellow TMs. 

What You'll Miss Most at Albright: The fr iendships I m ade and feeling at 
home everywhere on campus. 

Words of Wisdom: K eep an open m ind and do not let anything get you too 
down. You can make it through anything. 

Niani Marz, Sciences 

Best Part of Being TM: Really interesting w eekly      
meetings that actually made me look forward to Mondays.  

What You’ll Miss Most at Albright: I'll m iss being able 
to see my friends everyday especially my best friend Chris  
Dimitriou.  

Words of Wisdom: If you have the chance to take a 
nap, DO IT. You will thank me later.   

Emma Musto, Foreign Languages 
 

Best Part of Being TM: Being able to help out the ALC in different w ays and 
to help new tutors get excited about tutoring.  

What You’ll Miss Most at Albright: I w ill m iss the fam ily atm osphere of    
Albright . 

Words of Wisdom: Strive not to be a success but rather  to be of  value.  



 

Q: Why did you choose English as a Second Language (ESL)? 

A: After graduating from college, I was working several different jobs without much clue about 

the future. One job was delivering food at a small, local Chinese restaurant. The staff there 

took an interest in my future, I guess, and suggested I go to China to teach English.  A year   

later I made my way to China, found a job, and started teaching. I enjoyed the experience of 

teaching and living in a foreign culture so much that I just kept going.  

Q: What is your favorite part of your job? 

A: That's a very tough question. There is so much to like, but I think it is the constant          

challenge of trying to teach and create situations for learning my native language, something 

that I do naturally and without thought, to someone else for whom it is completely unnatural. 

It's very dynamic, challenging, interesting, and fun. Plus, I've met some amazing people that I 

never would have known otherwise. 

Q: What do you think is unique/interesting about Albright? 

A: I am new here and am still getting to know Albright; but so far my first impressions are 

holding up. I find it to be a very open, relaxed, and welcoming place to work. There seems to 

be a real sense of community here, and I'm really impressed with how diverse the student 

body at Albright seems to be.  

Q: How do you think tutoring is important to ESL and vice versa? 

A: All learners have individual needs and English language learners, in particular, benefit from 

engaging on an individual level. I think that tutoring is especially helpful since learners are 

engaging in communication with their peers, potentially making that communication all the 

more meaningful for themselves. For the tutors, working with ESL students is a great             

experience because it requires them to communicate on all levels, to think about not just what 

they are trying to say, but how they say it, to do what English language teachers call "negotiate                                            

meaning."  Working with ESL students is a great way to learn about other cultures. 

Q: What do you think of the ALC tutors' ESL 

training? 

A: I enjoyed the training session. I thought 

it was well organized and relevant. Most of 

all, I was impressed by the contributions of 

the tutors that attended, their stories, their 

insights, and what appeared to be open-

minded attitudes. 

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE  

Professor Henry Dixon was an English as A Second Language 
(ESL) Professor at Albright during the Fall 2016 semester. 

He shared his experiences and knowledge with our new tutors as 
a co-presenter at the ESL and Cross Cultural tutor training.  

Angela Barrella 
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New Tutor Managers & Senior Tutors 

Eric Hantz ‘18 

Sciences  

Goal as a TM: To    
assist  fellow tutors and 
students by any means, 
and to create new and 
interactive activities for 
the new tutor training 
sessions.  

Interesting Fact: W hile in high school I 
traveled to 6 different countries: Germany,    
Poland, Austria, the 
Czech Republic,     
Hungary, and           
Slovakia.  

Stephanie Dea ‘18 

Social Sciences &          
Humanities 
 

Goal as a TM: As a   
tutor manager, I hope to 
be a resource for my    
fellow tutors and             
encourage students to 

use the programs offered by the 
ALC. 

Interesting Fact: I have sung 
for Elton John in a choir despite 
not being able to sing. 

 

Abigail de La Tour ‘18 

Math 

Goal as a TM: To 
broaden the math         
discipline by getting 
more math tutors         
involved in the ALC. I 
hope to make all our    
tutors feel as though they 

are with family when they are among their fellow 
tutors, we should be able to depend on each   
other for anything. 

Interesting Fact: I love 
classic and antique cars. My 
grandfather owns a 1951 
Ford convertible, the same 
car as the convertible in the movie 
Grease, and a 1939 Chevy coupe. I grew up going 
to car shows in them and helping fix them, and I 
cannot wait to have one of my own. 

Michael Quintin ‘18 

Accounting & Economics 

Goal as TM: I hope to 
gain more people and 
communication skills, as 
well as learn how to    
manage a group of people 
effectively. 

Interesting Fact:  I have been  
playing the drums for around 10 
years. 

Hannah Belair ‘18 

Foreign Languages 

Goal as a TM: Set up 
fun activities for tutors 
to create a closer ALC 
community and be there 
to help both new and 
returning tutors. 
 

Interesting fact: I w as hit by a 
car on campus my freshman year (I 
am okay) and despite the campus 
rumor, I did not get free tuition.   

Welcome New Senior Tutors! 

Sydney Baybayan, Social Sciences & Humanities 

Justin Hoffman, Foreign Languages 

Courtney Gehman, Foreign Language 

Zoe Gehman, Math 

Ashley Lipshaw, Sciences 

Ryan Neuman, Social Sciences & Humanities 

Brittany Slaughterbeck, Sciences 
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   A look at last year…. 

864 
Tutor Requests  

Submitted 

4644 

Students were tutored 

 273 

Study Group  

Sessions would             
recommend     
tutoring to a 
friend  

Ty Achtermann 

Toe Aung 

Angela Barrella 

Tiarra Bartell-Queen 

Greer Bennett 

Steve Bien-Aime 

Gwenievere Birster 

Chloe Bleyer 

Tia Camarata 

Chelsea Campbell 

Chris Dimitriou 

Kaela Edwards 

Alyssa Francis 

Maria Hamidu 

Nacoya Hunt 

Niani Marz 

Kayla McGrail 

Kyleigh Moyer 

Emma Musto 

Anh Nguyen 

Erin North-Mozda 

Elizabeth Place 

Eric Pun 

Heather Prince 

Emily Rickett 

Sydney Saylor 

Maura Sheehan 

Tyler Street 

Francheska 
Taveras 

Vincent Torres 

Aaron Trujillo 

Ellen Underwood 

Nicole VanBaak 

Joanne Yeager 

Farewell Graduating Tutors — Many Thanks! 

 

   Go to the Albright webpage and click on Academics 

   Under Academic Support, click on Academic Learning                                                         
0Center 

   Click on Peer Tutoring Program 

   Select Apply to Become a Tutor  
 

Once you complete the application, follow up with your faculty 
about the recommendation forms for the courses you are  
interested in   tutoring. We plan to complete our hiring process 
by the second week of the fall semester. 
 

Stop by our office with any questions —located in the basement of the 
Library/Admin building. 

Interested in applying to become a peer tutor? 
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